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Mariani makes a mark with new role
New Take It On director hopes to spark conversation, increase voter turnout

B Y M ATTIE C IELPAK AND
R OBBIE D ZIERZANOWSKI
Guest Writer and
Campus News Editor
Dr. Mack Mariani has been
appointed the new director
of the Take It On initiative
during the last week of January, replacing Dr. Rachel
Chrastil, who was hired as
the university’s Provost and
Chief Academic Officer.
Originally founded in 2019
by Associate Provost and
Chief Student Affairs Officer
Dave Johnson; Government
Relations Director Sean Comer; and Chrastil, the Take It
On initiative was formed as
a bi-partisan organization to
encourage peaceful political

discourse and student involvement in politics, specifically
through voting.
Take It On has been under
the helm of Chrastil from its
start until she took over as the
provost in early January, leaving the director spot empty.
Abby White, a junior Philosophy, Politics and the Public and communications double major, is the only Take It
On Fellow in the short history of the program and has
worked closely with Chrastil
through the developmental
years of the program.
White described Chrastil
as “positive, committed and
ambitious.”
“Chrastil was committed
to making Take It On a posi-
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While much of Take It On’s prior work has centered around the 2020
election, its new director hopes to generate everyday peaceful discourse.

tive experience… (for) all students. Chrastil worked hard
for everyone who connected
with Take It On to see the importance of voting and how
one’s voice affects their community,” she said.
White also shared Chrastil’s strong vision of Xavier
as a leader in the community
and added that Chrastil was
dedicated to focusing on what
Xavier would accomplish,
while corresponding with the
visions of Xavier’s most recent presidents, Fr. Graham
and Dr. Hancyz.
Xavier found its ideal candidate for a new Take It On
director in Mariani, a professor of political science, director of the Ignatian Leaders
Program and two-time XU
chicken wing-eating champion. Mariani has been involved
with Take It On from its inception in 2019.
“My initial goal is to keep
Take It On moving forward
at the same pace it has been
already,” Mariani said when
asked about his vision for the
program. “I want to make sure
the people already involved in
Take It On are prioritizing
these important discussions,
as well as involving more students as active participants.”
Mariani has already begun
organizing difficult discussions and continuing the fast
pace of the initiative. Next
week, Take It On scheduled
a “talk back” following Xavier Theatre’s production of A
Doll’s House, Part 2.
The talk back, a conversation over important issues a
show addresses following a
performance, will be facilitated by members of the production and may involve faculty
from Gender and Diversity
Studies and staff from the Ti-
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Take It On has sponsored Zoom election information sessions (top)
and supported trips to the New Hampshire primary in 2020 (bottom).

tle IX office.
The event will be Mariani’s
first with Take It On, taking
place a few weeks after his appointment to the director role
was confirmed.
Mariani’s goal is to have
as many different voices and
people involved in Take It On
as possible. To him, this starts
with involving more students
in more intimate capacities
like fellowships, but also making sure Xavier students are
equally involved in the greater
community.
Take It On aims to clarify
the importance of being an
active participant of one’s political community for Xavier
students. The initiative mainly encourages students to get
involved in the democratic

process of voting by making
it more accessible.
Mariani already is considering how to increase the
number of student voters
from Xavier.
“We need to make sure people are registered to vote but
also have a plan to vote. Students often have the intention
to vote, but life will sneak up
on them unless they have a
solid plan. This means, starting in the spring, we will be
working with students to create their voting plans,” Mariani added.
“We want our students to
take on conversations involving controversial speech, the
importance of voting and
anything else that comes their
way,” he concluded.
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Patrolers post pathetic parking pics
New XU parking account features the horrible park jobs in Xavier’s various lots
B Y S PENCER
6WDৼ:ULWHU

DE T ENLEY

A new Xavier-focused “bad
parking” Instagram account
has gained more than 100 followers since the beginning of
the semester.
The account is called
@xu_parking, and it is making waves across the Xavier
community for its hilarious
showcases of Xavier students’
terrible parking jobs.
A pair of roommates decided to create the account at the
beginning of the semester.
Originally, the pair made it to
feature the bad parking in the
H-Lot, located across from
the Innovation Center on
Dana Avenue. In the lot, there
are no lines on the ground to
denote individual spaces, rather, loose gravel that provides
no way to tell where to park.
“We have always been annoyed by the insane spacing
of H-lot parkers. Since lines
are nonexistent and parking
is a mess, (we) decided to create a light-hearted page with
a heavy sarcastic tone,” the
founders of the account said.
They thought that this
would be a good way to hold
horrible parkers accountable
in a satirical way.
The most common bad
parking criteria involves students spacing in the parking
lots.

Photos courtesy of @XU_Parking

A pair of Xavier roommates have brought the horrible parking Instagram account trend to campus. If you have your car on campus,
make sure you are in between the lines and not horribly parked, or you may become the next featured park job on @XU_Parking.

The account features cars
that are “parked unreasonably badly,” which is defined
by the owners of the account
as “hav(ing) way too much
space in between, but just not
enough for another car.”
The first five posts of the

account show examples of
this type of parking. In these
photos, cars leave unnecessarily large gaps between themselves and surrounding cars,
leading to a disorderly parking lot.
Gaps are not the only cri-

How do you feel about
in-person classes
& COVID-19?
Take this quick Newswire
survey!

teria for bad parking, though.
According to the account, another distinguisher of a bad
parking job is crookedness.
Many cars featured on the
account outside of the H-lot
are over the lines or not parallel to neighboring cars.

The owners of the account
say that the goal of the account has stayed the same
since the beginning.
“(We continue to post)
so Xavier students can get a
smile or laugh everyday,” they
said.

February 7, 2022
Student Government
Association Meeting Recap
B Y C HLOE S ALVESON

 Director of the Community Building Institute Liz Blume spoke with the Senate regarding University Station and the lack of
nearby retail locations. Blume and the senators discussed a variety of food options
that might attract people from the broader community as well as students to the
area.
 Students’ Rights and Identity Committee Chair Sen. Shontelle Johnson is meeting with Blume today to discuss game day
parking.
 Sen. Nick Jebsen will meet with Director
of Auxiliary Services Bill Moran to discuss
the feasibility of installing color printers
in certain residence halls, including Justice
Hall and the Village Apartments.
 The student activity fee request closed
Monday. Budget allocations for university
affiliated organizations will begin shortly.
 The SGA executives are currently receiving applications and interviewing applicants for the four Senate vacancies.
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Photo-op: Super Bowl Sunday
B Y E MILY C ROFT
6WDৼ:ULWHU
With the Cincinnati Bengals headed to Los Angeles
for the Super Bowl to face
off against the Rams on Sunday, we had one question for
Xavier students: What are you
most excited for this Super Bowl
weekend? Here’s what they had
to say.

Emma Stevens

Bernie Kilcullen

Tom Sheridan

Sophomore
History major

First-year
Philosophy and classics major

“The Bengals have won a lot recently, and
this is a big deal because it is not something that happens often!” “As someone
who has lived in Cincinnati their entire
life, it’s really amazing to see the local
team make history. I wouldn’t say I’m a
huge fan, but I’m certainly rooting for a
Bengals win on Super Bowl Sunday.”

“The love for the Bengals is contagious,
but I am from St. Louis and therefore
hate Stan Kroenke and the Rams and
cannot wait to be downtown to watch
the Bengals avenge the deaths of all of
my former, yet fellow, St. Louis Rams
fans.”

“Vibes in the city are going to be absolutely electric when Joe Shiesty wins us
the Super Bowl… I’m gonna be hitting
the griddy all night long!”

Jake Buonaccorsi

Jillian Berry

Bryan Coley

Sophomore
Business analytics and marketing
double major

Sabrina Moran

Senior
Early childhood special education major
“The Bengals have won a lot
recently and this is a big deal
because it is not something
that happens often!”

Sophomore
Accounting and marketing double
major
“It’s been over 20 years since the Bengals have been at the Super Bowl game,
and you can feel the energy and the excitement from everyone in the city!”

Senior
Psychology major

Sophomore
Communication studies major

“I’m super excited for the city of Cincinnati, despite being a Steelers fan.
I’m also excited to get a Xavier win
on Friday and hang out with three of
my best friends downtown, hoping for
a Bengals win!”

“I’m excited to finally see that trophy
come home to where it has belonged all
along. It is one feeling to just watch a
Super Bowl, but to have your team be in
it is something completely different!”

Norwood Classic builds muscle and community
B Y J OSEPH C OTTON
Education and
Enrichment Coordinator

own the place. But, that’s the
wrong way to approach it.
(The Norwood Classic) allows
The upcoming Norwood people to realize that we’re
Classic powerlifting competi- just normal people that just
tion is not just about building like to lift heavy things,” Kastrength; it’s also about build- minski said.
The group started with
ing community.
The Norwood Classic is only 12 people, but the event
a powerlifting competition quickly gained popularity. In
started in 2020 by senior bio- tomorrow’s competition, 15
medical sciences and radio- teams will compete — totallogical technologies double ing 45 different competitors.
“It was just a group of
major Richie Kaminski. Held
at the Health United Build- guys that wanted to work
ing (HUB), the competition out, and we never really had
features teams of three, with this opportunity to PR (Perone team member assigned sonal Record) together and
to each single event: deadlift, go for the heaviest weights
possible… (It became) a place
bench press or squats.
“The main point of it is to to come together, PR, yell at
just get more people involved each other and have fun,” Kaat the gym, meet new people minski explained.
As the group has grown, it
and come out to have fun,”
Kaminski said. His goal is to has gotten more recognition
break down some of the social from Xavier and has changed
barriers that traditionally de- in some ways. The original name of the competition
ter people from the sport.
“Sometimes, we can seem was the “Tren-athelon” — a
like a scary group. We throw portmanteau of trenbolone
our things and feel like we acetate (a commonly used ste-

roid) and the word triathlon.
The name later changed to
The Norwood Classic, drawing inspiration from the surrounding township and other
powerlifting and bodybuilding competitions such as the
famous Arnold Classic.
Officially, The Norwood
Classic is considered a limited affiliation group by the
university, which means that
they are allowed to reserve a
time slot at the HUB but do
not have official club status.

The group receives support
from local businesses that
sponsor them and attend their
events. These sponsors include Norwood Nutrition — a
smoothie bar on Montgomery Road — as well as Norwood Chiropractic and Sports
Group. Norwood Nutrition
often attends the competition
to give out free samples and
coupons, and Norwood Chiropractic’s Dr. Chad White offers active release therapy to
competitors to prevent injury.

Photo courtesy of Richie Kaminski

Claire Chmielewski (right), a HUB manager, poses with
The
Norwood
Classic’s
founder
Richie
Kaminski
(left).

As the founder of The
Norwood Classic, Kaminski is
passionate about the work he’s
cut out for himself.
“I love setting (the competition) up. I love trying to get
students involved in the gym,”
he said. “I tore my ACL back
in April, had surgery in May
and couldn’t go to the gym.
It was a bad time in my life,
but getting back to the gym
helped.”
The Norwood Classic is
always searching for new
students who want to get involved with the group.
“I want people to know that
it’s a very open environment.
Everyone there is going to
be supporting you,” Kaminski said. “This is the most safe
event that you could possibly
do, and you get to meet a ton
of new, great people doing
so.”
Those interested in getting
involved can look for flyers
in the HUB and follow the
group’s Instagram, @the_
norwood_classic.
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Landon leaves Cincinnati freezing
Winter Storm Landon causes power outages, flight cancellations and death

B Y M ORGAN M ILES
6WDৼ:ULWHU
:LQWHU 6WRUP /DQGRQ
VXUJHG WKURXJK &LQFLQQDWL
DQGWKH&HQWUDO8QLWHG6WDWHV
ODVWZHHNFDXVLQJSRZHURXWDJHVURDGEORFNDJHVDQGIOLJKW
FDQFHOODWLRQV
$UHDZLGH VQRZ HPHUJHQFLHVLQ*UHDWHU&LQFLQQDWLDQG
1RUWKHUQ .HQWXFN\ LPSDFWHG
WRZQVKLSDGPLQLVWUDWLYHRIILFHV EXVLQHVVHV DQG RXWSDWLHQW
IDFLOLWLHV
6LPLODUFDQFHOODWLRQVLQWKH
&LQFLQQDWL DUHD DOVR LPSDFWHG XQLYHUVLWLHV ZLWK ;DYLHU
GHFLGLQJ WR WXUQ WR UHPRWH
OHDUQLQJ RQ 7KXUVGD\ DQG
)ULGD\ ODVW ZHHN 1RUWKHUQ
.HQWXFN\ 8QLYHUVLW\ 0LDPL
8QLYHUVLW\DQG0RXQW6W-RVHSKFDQFHOHGFODVVHVRURSWHG
IRUUHPRWHOHDUQLQJ
+HDY\ VOHHW DQG IUHH]LQJ
UDLQ WUDQVLWLRQHG LQWR VQRZIDOO :LQGV FORFNLQJ LQ DQ\ZKHUHIURPWRPLOHVSHU
KRXU WXUQHG WHPSHUDWXUHV LQ
WKHWHHQVWR]HURGHJUHHVDQG
WKHWHPSHUDWXUHUHPDLQHGEHORZ IUHH]LQJ WKURXJKRXW WKH
VWRUP 7KUHH LQFKHV RI  VOHHW
FUHDWHG KD]DUGRXV FRQGLWLRQV
RQURDGVDQGFDXVHGPDQ\WR
VKXWGRZQFRPSOHWHO\
5RDG ZRUNHUV ZHUH XQDEOH
WR SUHSDUH WKH URDGV IRU WKH

Newswire photo by Caroline Steiger

Winter Storm Landon has caused chaos across Xavier, Cincinnati and the Central U.S., forcing commuters to
VWD\KRPHWRDYRLGWKHLQWHQVHZHDWKHU7KHVWRUPOHGWRSRZHURXWDJHVURDGEORFNDJHVDQGÁLJKWFDQFHOODWLRQV

VXGGHQ IUHH]LQJ FRQGLWLRQV
DQG DV D UHVXOW WKH ZRUNHUV
KDG WR ZDUQ FRPPXWHUV WKDW
WUDYHOZRXOGEHXQVDIH
&LQFLQQDWL 0D\RU $IWDE
3XUHYDO XUJHG FRPPXWHUV WR
VWD\ KRPH DQG UHFRPPHQGHG VWD\LQJ DZD\ IURP EXVLHU
URDGV LI  WUDYHOLQJ ZDV QHFHVVDU\%XVGULYHUVWUDYHOLQJRQ
&LQFLQQDWL·V :HVW 6LGH URDGV
UHSRUWHGWURXEOHPDNLQJLWXS
KLOOV

3ROLFHHYHQWXDOO\KDGWRUHVRUW WR ´HPHUJHQF\ DFFLGHQW
UHSRUWLQJµ SURWRFRO HQFRXUDJLQJ PLQRU FDU DFFLGHQWV WR
EHUHSRUWHGODWHU
)OLJKWVDUULYLQJDWDQGGHSDUWLQJ IURP &LQFLQQDWL DQG
1RUWKHUQ .HQWXFN\ $LUSRUWV
ZHUHFDQFHOHG
(DUO\LQWRWKHVWRUP'XNH
(QHUJ\ RIILFLDOV VDZ D WUDQVPLVVLRQ OLQH JR GRZQ LQ &OHUPRQW &RXQW\ LQ DGGLWLRQ

Center-left surges in Portugal
B Y S EBASTIAN A GUILAR
6WDৼ:ULWHU
$ VXUSULVH YLFWRU\ IRU
3RUWXJDO·V FHQWHUOHIW 6RFLDOLVW 3DUW\ 36  RYHU WKH FHQWHUULJKW 6RFLDO 'HPRFUDWLF
3DUW\ 36' JDYHWKH6RFLDOLVWV D PDMRULW\ LQ WKH 3RUWXJXHVH SDUOLDPHQW 7KLV LV
RQO\WKHVHFRQGWLPHLQPRGHUQ 3RUWXJXHVH KLVWRU\ WKDW
D SDUW\ KDV ZRQ DQ RXWULJKW
PDMRULW\LQSDUOLDPHQW
,Q 'HFHPEHU  3ULPH
0LQLVWHU DQG 6RFLDOLVW 3DUW\ OHDGHU $QWyQLR &RVWD GLVVROYHG SDUOLDPHQW DQG FDOOHG
IRU HOHFWLRQV &RVWD FDOOHG
HOHFWLRQV DIWHU WKH FRDOLWLRQ
SDUWQHUV RI  36 ³ WKH /HIW
%ORF DQG WKH 3RUWXJXHVH
&RPPXQLVW 3DUW\ ³ ZRXOG
QRW DJUHH WR WKH 6RFLDOLVWV·
EXGJHWSURSRVDO
7KH FRDOLWLRQ ZDV DOVR GLYLGHGRQKRZWRXVHWKH(XURSHDQ 8QLRQ·V &29,'
UHFRYHU\IXQGV
7KHHOHFWLRQZDVDJDPEOH
IRU WKH WZR IDUOHIW SDUWLHV
ZKRVH OHDGHUV EHOLHYHG WKDW
WKH\ ZRXOG EH DEOH WR JDLQ
PRUH RI  D IRRWKROG LQ WKH
VQDS HOHFWLRQ +RZHYHU WKLV
SODQEDFNILUHGRQWKHSDUWLHV
ERWK RI  ZKRP ORVW VHDWV LQ
WKHHOHFWLRQ
7KH SROOV DOVR LQGLFDWHG
WKDWWKH6RFLDOLVWVZRXOGORVH
VHDWVDQGEHRYHUWDNHQE\WKH
36'1RQHWKHOHVVWKH6RFLDOLVWVWRRNVHDWVRXWRI WKH

DVVHPEO\·V
3ROOV FRUUHFWO\ LQGLFDWHG
WKHULVHRI WKHIDUULJKW&KHJDSDUW\PDNLQJWKLVHOHFWLRQ
F\FOHWKHILUVWWLPHDIDUULJKW
SDUW\ KDV HYHU JDLQHG WUDFWLRQ VLQFH WKH FRXQWU\ WUDQVLWLRQHG IURP IDVFLVP &KHJD
JDLQHG  VHDWV WKLV HOHFWLRQ
SUHYLRXVO\ KDYLQJ RQO\ RQH
ODVWHOHFWLRQ
7KLVZLQDOORZVWKH6RFLDOLVWV WR JRYHUQ ZLWKRXW UHO\LQJRQWKHFRPPXQLVWVRUWKH
/HIW %ORF IRU VXSSRUW 7KH
6RFLDOLVWV ZLOO EH RSSRVHG E\
WKH36'DQG&KHJD
1HDU WKH HQG RI  WKH FDPSDLJQ &RVWD ZDUQHG YRWHUV WKDW D 36' JRYHUQPHQW
ZRXOG EH KHOG ´KRVWDJHµ E\
&KHJD
&KHJD·V SURSRVHG SROLFLHV
LQFOXGHG FDVWUDWLQJ VH[ RIIHQGHUVDQGVWURQJHUVXSSRUW
IRUSROLFHRIILFHUV
7KLV SRUWUD\DO RI  WKH ULVH
RI  WKH ULJKW ZLQJ KHOSHG
LQFHQWLYL]H OHIWZLQJ YRWHUV ZKR XVXDOO\ VXSSRUW WKH
&RPPXQLVW3DUW\RUWKH/HIW
%ORF WR VZLWFK WKHLU YRWH WR
WKH6RFLDOLVWVIRUDWDFWLFDODGYDQWDJHRYHUWKHULJKWZLQJ
3RUWXJDO·VOHIWZLQJODUJHO\ FRQVROLGDWHG LWV YRWHV IRU
WKH 6RFLDOLVWV ZKHUHDV WKH
ULJKW ZLQJ ZDV IUDJPHQWHG
DPRQJWKH6RFLDO'HPRFUDWV
&KHJDDQGWKH/LEHUDO,QLWLDWLYHSDUWLHV
7KLVFRXSOHGZLWKDKLJKHUWKDQSURMHFWHGYRWHUWXUQ-

RXWXOWLPDWHO\SDLGRII IRUWKH
6RFLDOLVW 3DUW\ 7KRXJK IRXU
SDUOLDPHQWDU\ VHDWV KDYH \HW
WR EH DOORWWHG WZR RI  WKHVH
VHDWVZHUHWDNHQE\WKH6RFLDOLVWVLQWKHSUHYLRXVHOHFWLRQ
&29,' ZDV D GHILQLQJ
LVVXHRI WKLVHOHFWLRQ$SSUR[LPDWHO\ RQH RXW RI  HYHU\ 
3RUWXJXHVH ZHUH TXDUDQWLQHG
ZLWK &29,' GXULQJ WKH
HOHFWLRQ EXW WKH JRYHUQPHQW
DOORZHGWKRVHTXDUDQWLQLQJWR
YRWHLQSHUVRQ
$KHDGRI WKHHOHFWLRQ&RVWDDUJXHG WKDWD 6RFLDOLVWYLFWRU\ ZRXOG KHOS OHVVHQ WKH
FKDRVRI WKHSDQGHPLF
´(YHU\RQHLVUHDOL]LQJKRZ
LPSRUWDQW WKLV HOHFWLRQ LV
DQG KRZ LPSRUWDQW LW LV WKDW
WKHUH·VDVROLGYLFWRU\WKDWZLOO
JLYHWKHFRXQWU\VWDELOLW\DQG
JHQHUDWH WKH FRQVHQVXV DQG
QDWLRQDO XQLW\ WKDW LV IXQGDPHQWDOIRUXVWRWXUQWKHSDJH
RQWKLVSDQGHPLFµKHVDLG
&RVWDVWDWHGGXULQJKLVYLFWRU\ VSHHFK WKDW GHVSLWH WKH
6RFLDOLVWV· RXWULJKW PDMRULW\
KHZRXOGQRWRQO\JRYHUQIRU
WKH6RFLDOLVWV
 ´$Q DEVROXWH PDMRULW\
GRHVQ·W PHDQ DEVROXWH SRZHU ,W GRHVQ·W PHDQ WR JRYHUQ
DORQH,W·VDQLQFUHDVHGUHVSRQVLELOLW\DQGLWPHDQVWRJRYHUQ
ZLWK DQG IRU DOO 3RUWXJXHVHµ
KH VDLG ´7KH FRQGLWLRQV KDYH
EHHQ FUHDWHG WR FDUU\ RXW LQYHVWPHQWV DQG UHIRUPV IRU
3RUWXJDO WR EH PRUH SURVSHURXVIDLUHUPRUHLQQRYDWLYHµ

WR UHSRUWLQJ  DFWLYH SRZHU
RXWDJHVDQGSHRSOHZLWKRXWSRZHU
7KHFRPSDQ\FDOOHGLQ
RXWRI VWDWHZRUNHUVWRDVVLVW
ZLWK SRZHU RXWDJHV LQ WKH
DUHD
7KHVOHHWIUHH]LQJUDLQDQG
VQRZIDOODOVRZDOORSSHGDUHDV
RXWVLGH RI  &LQFLQQDWL &KLFDJR ,QGLDQDSROLV DQG 'HWURLW
ZHUHDIHZPDMRUPHWURDUHDV
KLWE\WKHVWRUP$VDUHVXOW

 PLOOLRQ $PHULFDQV IDFHG
WKUHDWVFDXVHGE\WKHZHDWKHU
FRQGLWLRQV IURP :HGQHVGD\
WR6XQGD\
7KURXJKRXW WKH &HQWUDO
86  IOLJKWV ZHUH FDQFHOHG ,QWHUVWDWHV ZHUH VKXW
GRZQ DV JRYHUQRUV LQ VWDWHV
DVIDUDV7H[DVZDUQHGSHRSOH
WRVWD\RII WKHURDGV
$ FDU SLOHXS LQ 0HPSKLVHQGHGZLWKWZRSHRSOHLQ
FULWLFDOFRQGLWLRQ
/DQGRQ FDXVHG 
KRPHV
DQG
EXVLQHVVHV
WKURXJKRXWWKHQDWLRQWRORVH
SRZHU3RZHUOLQHVZHUHFRDWHG LQ LFH VODSSLQJ WRJHWKHU
GXH WR WKH KLJK ZLQGV WKH
OLQHVFDXVHGPDQ\RXWDJHV
7R FRPEDW GHDWKV FDXVHG
E\ SRZHU RXWDJHV 7H[DV GHSOR\HG  OLQHPHQ LQ
VWDWH DQG DQ DGGLWLRQDO 
RXW RI  VWDWH WR UHSDLU SRZHU
OLQHVDVVRRQDVSRVVLEOH
/DQGRQDOVRVSDZQHGDWRUQDGR2Q7KXUVGD\DIWHUQRRQ
D WRUQDGR WRXFKHG GRZQ LQ
$ODEDPD  OHDYLQJ RQH GHDG
DQG WKUHH LQ FULWLFDO FRQGLWLRQ 6HYHUDO SHRSOH ZHUH OHIW
WUDSSHGLQWKHLUKRPHVGXULQJ
WKH WRUQDGR DIWHUPDWK ZDLWLQJIRUQHDUE\DJHQFLHVWRUHVSRQGZLWKDLG
7KRXJK WKH VWRUP KDV
VLQFHDEDWHGLFHUHPDLQVSLOHG
RQ&LQFLQQDWLURDGV

The Lighter Side
Based students, Shaq, ice shanty shagging




&DOLIRUQLD VWXGHQWV SURWHVWHG DIWHU FKRFRODWH
PLON ZDV EDQQHG DW WKHLU
VFKRRO 6RXUFHV VD\ WKDW
WKHVH VWXGHQWV DUH EDVHG

)HE 
$ ]RR H[HFXWLYH KDV FRQILUPHG 6KDTXLOOH 2·1HDO·V
FODLPVWKDWJRULOODVDURXQG
WKHZRUOG´JRFUD]\µZKHQ
KH LV QHDU ´,·YH EHHQ WR 
HYHU\ ]RR LQ WKH ZRUOG
DQGHYHU\WLPH,JRWRWKH
JRULOOD VHFWLRQ WKH\ ORRN

DW PH OLNH ¶+H\ PDQ
ZKHUH \RXU IXU DW"· )RU
UHDO )RU UHDOµ 2·1HDO
VDLG )HE 
7KH EDU LV that ORZ
%RULV -RKQVRQ·V SUHVV
FKLHI FRQILUPHGWKDWWKH
3ULPH0LQLVWHULV´QRWD
FRPSOHWHFORZQµ )HE
$Q2KLRPD\RULQVLQXDWHG WKDW LFH ILVKLQJ OHDGV
WR SURVWLWXWLRQ LQ LFH
VKDQWLHV )HE 

Photo courtesy of commons.wikimedia.com

Shaq claimed that gorillas are known to “go crazy” in his presence.
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ISIS leader killed in U.S. operation
B Y I VY L EWIS
6WDৼ:ULWHU
Abu Ibrahim al-Hashimi
al-Qurayshi, the leader of terrorist group the Islamic State
of Iraq and Syria (ISIS), died
after a U.S. raid in Northern
Syria. He reportedly ended his
life by detonating a bomb that
resulted in his death and the
death of several family members.
The U.S. raid also killed a
top deputy of al-Qurayshi, according to U.S. officials.
“As our troops approached
to capture the terrorist, in a
final act of desperate cowardice, he chose to blow himself
up rather than face justice for
the... crimes he has committed,” President Joe Biden said.
The raid also resulted in 13
fatalities, including civilians.
There were no U.S. casualties
reported.
UNICEF has confirmed
that at least six children were
killed during the raid, which
lasted roughly two hours. The
raid took place in the town
of Atma, located in Northern
Syria.
Witnesses described the
scene at the house and reported hearing sounds of gunfire.
Mahmoud al-Sheikh, a civilian worker, reported that he
heard a soldier say: “Children
and women, leave. We are entering the house,” before the
violence began.
The initial Pentagon report
specified that eight children
were evacuated and two were

killed in the explosion triggered by al-Qurayshi, while
accounts by first responders
indicate that six children and
four women were found dead.
The Pentagon has stated
that they are willing to review
the information and make corrections to the civilian death
count. It is unclear whether
the children were killed as a
result of gunfire or the explosion that resulted in alQurayshi’s death.
Security of Defense Lloyd
Austin commented on the civilian casualties in a written
statement.
“The Department takes
seriously our commitment
to avoid civilian harm in the
course of our operations.
This operation was specifically designed and conducted in
a manner to minimize civilian
casualties,” Austin said.
Brett McGurk, the White
House’s coordinator for the
Middle East and North Africa (MENA) region, stated
that the raid went according
to plan.
The special forces operation was intended to capture
and question al-Qurayshi,
who was operating out of his
family home as a base. The
compound contained a large
amount of information on the
plans and strategies of ISIS.
“Our forces on the site took
a lot of information from the
compound, and that will be
analyzed by our professionals
and will surely lead to other
leads,” he said.
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He acknowledged that
there was a technical issue
which led to the controlled
destruction of a U.S. helicopter. The White House has not
confirmed how many people
were involved in the raid’s execution.
Al-Qurayshi was a former
member of ISIS’s predecessor organization, al-Qaeda.
He rose through the ranks of
ISIS before assuming his position as leader following the

death of Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi, who was killed in a U.S.
raid in 2019.
Al-Qurayshi played an instrumental role in the slave
trade of religious minority
Yazidi women in the region
and is reported to have engaged in numerous war crimes
against civilians.
Before his death, he was
facing potential criminal liability for crimes against humanity, ethnic genocide and

human trafficking.
Austin noted that the raid
was a “serious blow” to ISIS
but acknowledged that ISIS
was not yet a neutralized
threat.
“The fight against ISIS
continues. Their leader may
be gone, but their twisted
ideology and their intent to
kill, maim and terrorize still
threatens our national security and the lives of countless
innocents,” Austin said.

continued to expand closer to
Russia.
Russia has since demanded
some personal space, being
particularly unsupportive of
NATO’s membership talks
with Ukraine, Russia’s kissing-close neighbor.
If Ukraine is admitted into
NATO, any Russian military
antagonism of the country
would be met by retaliation
from NATO’s 27 member
states, including the U.S. It
doesn’t help that NATO was
expressly formed to combat
the USSR, a federal union led
by Russia.
Meanwhile, the European
Union, a bloc of mostly liberal democratic European states,
also continued to expand east.
Originally a Western European bloc, it has since welcomed
countries like Croatia, Poland
and Serbia.
While the expansion of the
EU to Ukraine is not a military threat to Russia, it also
presents Russia with problems.
EU countries are connected by deep economic, legal
and social policies that apply
to all member states. Ukraine
would bring these policies to
Russia’s “backyard.”
Refresh me of the current situation –– is World
War III about to happen?

Over 100,000 Russian
troops are stationed at the
Russian-Ukrainian
border.
Fearing a Russian invasion
of Ukraine, NATO countries
stand ready to send in troops,
fighter jets, frigates and ships
to the Baltic Sea region surrounding Russia and Ukraine.
British intelligence accused Russia of plotting to
overthrow Zelensky in favor
of Yevgeniy Murayev, who
founded a pro-Russian political party and a pro-Russian
news network in Ukraine.
Russia refuses to remove
the troops until it receives
assurances that NATO will

not expand east into Ukraine.
Putin stated that the U.S. and
NATO have “ignored” Russia’s security concerns, continuing to move weapons and
troops into Ukraine while encouraging Ukrainian NATO
membership.
However, Russia has stated
that it does not intend to attack Ukraine. So I doubt that
World War III is around the
corner.
It’s not really Russia’s style.
Rather, we’re probably set for
another nail-biter of a border
conflict, in which flare ups
are normal parts of the toxic
Russia-Ukraine relationship.

Russia, Ukraine and WWIII: Your questions answered
B Y S OPHIE B OULTER
World News Editor
So what the hell is going on
with Russia, Ukraine and the
North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO)? Is World
War III about to happen? It’s
easy to be overwhelmed with
the onslaught of information
about these squabbling countries and bickering blocs, but
don’t worry! Your friendly
World News Editor is here to
help.
Why do Russia and
Ukraine hate each other?
Russia and Ukraine are historical antagonists, with Russia claiming various parts of
Ukraine as its own territory.
In 2014, Russia backed up its
claims with military force and
annexed the Crimean Peninsula.
Ukraine has since aimed
to distance itself from Russia, electing two anti-Russian
presidents: Petro Poroshenko and Volodymyr Zelensky.
However, parts of Ukraine
— especially parts of its Donbas region — continue to be
pro-Russia.
Poroshenko, in office from
2014 to 2019, led the country
through its diplomatic and
military faceoffs with Russia and encouraged its integration with the European

Union. Poroshenko also encouraged Ukraine’s membership of NATO.
Poroshenko was succeeded
by Zelensky, Ukraine’s current president. A former comedian, Zelensky has ramped
up Ukraine’s flirtation with
NATO and the European
Union.
He is sharply critical of
Russian President Vladimir
Putin, who he has accused of
plotting a coup against him.
Why does Russia hate
NATO and other Western
blocs?
NATO began as a Cold
War era alliance between the
U.S. and a group of mostly
Western European and Scandinavian countries.
Intended as a counterweight to the USSR, NATO
rapidly gained prominence
within the foreign policy
sphere as the world’s most
powerful military alliance.
The USSR quickly formed
its own military alliance, the
Warsaw Pact, to balance NATO’s power.
After the Cold War ended,
the U.S. invited Russia to join
Western blocs such as the G8
(Group of 8).
The country was subsequently expelled from the G8
when it took Crimea in 2014.
Amid its expulsion, NATO
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Disability services means shoveling

Most Xavier students get students also remain iced
excited as the sleet starts to over. A snow day or two has
fall in the evening. The weath- turned into a nightmare for
er is only
At the time of my writing this, it
supposed to
hasn’t snowed for days, yet most
worsen from
of the sidewalks are still buried
this point on,
under a sheet of ice and a few
meaning that
inches of snow.
there will be
a strong possibility of a snow day. Later in the Xavier students who are
the night, the sleet mixes with handicapped.
snow.
Xavier tries to pride itself
Finally, the snow piles on, on its accessibility and inclulayered with ice, creating a sive community, but this is a
mixture that grants the stu- bald-faced lie. The snow has
dents of Xavier not one but shown the holes in Xavier’s
two snow days. While this approach to accommodating
should be a joyous time for all handicapped students.
and a fantastic opportunity
This most recent storm is
to relax, sleep or potentially not the root of the problem,
catch up on work, that is not but rather accentuates certain
the case for some.
issues within the infrastrucFor Xavier’s handicapped ture of the university itself.
students, a snow day or two
Take the Health United
has negative reRamps for handicapped stupercussions.
dents also remain iced over.
When the university begins to salt
and plow the roads, they miss Building (HUB) for instance.
integral spots. At the time While there is a ramp on the
of my writing this, it hasn’t outside of the building ofsnowed for days, yet most of fered for those in wheelchairs
the sidewalks are still buried or handicapped, those who use
under a sheet of ice and a few said ramp are greeted with a
inches of snow.
set of stairs as soon as they
Ramps for handicapped pass through the two doors

into the HUB itself — a cruel handicapped students; this is disadvantaged to get around
irony. While there is an eleva- n o t h i n g
c a m p u s.
If something as simple as a
tor available, this drastically more than
If
the
few inches of snow prevents
slows down those who may al- lip
serschool
people in our community
ready be moving slower than vice until
has the
from navigating campus, that
the rest due to their disability. X a v i e r
funds for
is despicable.
Better yet, take the park- takes aca
new
ing spots outside of Buenger tion.
auxiliary
Hall, meant for students who
If something as simple as gym, they can find a few dolare handicapped and have a a few inches of snow prevents lars to throw towards a small
car on campus. There is no people in our community from sidewalk renovation.
ramp close to the spot itself, navigating campus, that is deHandicapped
students
meaning that those who have spicable. It’s a problem with a should not have to wake up
to use this spot must find an simple solution — shoveling several months of the spring
alternative route to get up snow and salting the walk- semester wondering whether
onto the sidewalk that leads to ways better.
they could make it anywhere
the dorm. How can a private
Not only does shoveling if it were to snow. or if ice
university that costs a pretty eliminate a minor inconve- were to form. Xavier has been
penny for any student not have nience for all, but it prevents hypocritical thus far, and their
something as simple as ramps? the exclusion of a portion actions speak much louder
It’s perour than whatever words they
Not only does shoveling elim- of
formative.
c
o
m
m
u - choose.
inate a minor inconvenience
N o t
nity.
As
Be better, Xavier. Your stufor all, but it prevents the excleara
region
dents
need you to be.
clusion of a portion of our
ing
the
that
gets
community.
snow. Not
snow, this
having
should
enough accessibility. Not be obvious, and it should alhelping those in our commu- ready be done. Handicapped
nity who are handicapped or students should not have to
disabled.
fear not being able to go to
If Xavier actually aims to the dining hall or get to their
Grady Boris is a staff
be inclusive to all within their class on time if a few inches
writer for Newswire.
community, they must change of snow fall.
+H LV D ÀUVW\HDU (Q
their actions. I do not care
Furthermore, there must
JOLVKPDMRUIURP*UDI
what the university says about be more ramps on campus and
WRQ0DVV
being inclusive or catering to better ways for those who are

Rock’s not dead

Gene Simmons, the lead
singer of KISS, infamously
uttered in 2014 that “rock
music as we know it is dead.”
I gave some thought to
this and agree that there
may never be a band again
with the same musical style
as The Beatles or The Rolling Stones. However, I do
not think that “rock” is dead,
as the definition of that
word itself is rather vague,
but that the genre is evolving and taking on different
personas.
“Rock and roll” was
coined in the 1950s, and the
music genre consisted of
“twelve-bar blues, a heavy
beat and an instrumentation
of guitar, bass and drums.”
Given this definition, “rock
and roll” was exclusively reserved for bands as opposed

to individuals. This funneled
to “rock music,” which is defined by Webster’s Dictionary
as “a form of popular music
that derived from rock and
roll and pop in the mid-and
late 1960s which was characterized by musical experimentation and drug-related
or anti-establishment lyrics.”
Some of the most profitable acts in music are from
the rock industry. According to celebrity net worth
resource, the richest six out
of the 10 highest-grossing
tours were from rock music
acts. Another statistic from
Nielsen Music indicated that
rock was the second most
consumed musical genre of
2020, trailing only the hiphop genre. Numerous rock
artists such as The Red Hot
Chili Peppers, Greta Van

Fleet, Imagine Dragons, Elton John, The Who, Judas
Priest and The Black Keys
intend to tour this upcoming
year.
Finally, rock music has
significantly impacted modern-day artists; some, such
as Machine Gun Kelly and
Miley Cyrus, have left their
traditional genres in the last
two years to produce a rock
album.
Machine Gun Kelly released Tickets to my Downfall
in April of 2020 to roaring
success, although many of
his fans were disappointed to
see him leave his traditional genre of rap. The punk
rock-tinged album debuted
at the top of the Billboard
200 during its first week of
release. It was not only his
first album to top the chart,

but it was also his first album
to reach platinum status.
Machine Gun Kelly recently unveiled the possibility of two rock albums this
year, stating to Entertainment Weekly that this upcoming album “will be more
guitar-driven” than Tickets to
My Downfall.
Miley Cyrus is another
artist of note to have made
the transition to rock, as
she had previously spent
years covering classic rock
songs before releasing Plastic Hearts at the end of 2020.
In this album, she channels
her inner Joan Jett. This album was created in the aftermath of a breakup, which is
how many great rock albums
were forged. It debuted at
the second position of the
Billboard 200 and also made

the end of the year Billboard
200 list.
It is my perception that
musical genres cannot exist in a single definition or
a confined box; I think that
rock intersects in many
ways with music today, such
as with the current genres
of pop rock and pop punk.
However, rock music necessitates certain instruments
because of their pivotal role
in the sound of the song.
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My plowing manifest-snow

Cincinnati just doesn’t
understand snow.
I originally wrote this
opinion piece last March
as a response to our trifecta of February snow days
— real snow days without
asynchronous classes —
that were a result of a three
to four inches of snow at
a maximum. And yet, that
seemingly - insignificant
amount drove the campus
and the majority of Cincinnati to a freezing halt.
Last week, the area experienced a significantly stronger storm: one that dumped
a combination of precipitation, a wintry mix of rain,
freezing rain, snow and
sleet. Once again, Cincinnati
froze and campus was closed.
These storms are part of a
larger trend.
Spectrum News One reported that last February’s
21.9 inches of snow made it
the second-snowiest February Cincinnati has ever seen.
The Cincinnati Enquirer reports that within the past 20
years, six of the 10 snowiest
Februarys occurred this decade.
The increase in snowfall
is not limited to Cincinnati.
Last year, Texas saw a nearly-unprecedented amount of
snow dumped on the state,
resulting in a power-based
emergency.

There is no reason to believe that this uptick in precipitation is an anomaly.
Don’t get me wrong; I
love snow, and I love snow
days (or any reason to cancel class), but I don’t understand how it happened.
I’m from the Northeast
where snow is much more
common, or rather, where
greater amounts of it fall
more regularly. And yet, it
takes an absurd amount of
precipitation — what Cincinnati experienced last week
at a minimum — to cancel
schools. This is due largely
to extensive preparedness
and a fleet of plows ready to
mobilize at first flake. Now
I’m not saying that Cincinnati and Norwood need to
invest in an identical system,
but change needs to be made.
During the latest storm,

precipitation
fell
from
Wednesday
afternoon
through Friday morning.
The road that my house is on
is designated as a secondary
road by the City of Cincinnati’s 2021-2022 Snow and
Ice Control Plan. However, not a single plow drove
down my street until Sunday
afternoon. When a plow finally came, it didn’t plow. It
only salted. It just poured
road salt onto the inches of
snow and ice that still caked
my street like stale fondant.
The result was two deep tire
tracks of clear asphalt and
an icy mess everywhere else.
The snow and ice remained until the editing
of this article, Wednesday
night, exactly one week after
the storm first hit. The result
of this failure to keep our
roadways clear is a break-

down of public and private
transportation and the unnecessary shutdown of a
major metropolitan area.
As my colleague Grady
Boris wrote in his opinion
piece on this topic, the answer is a simple one. We
need more plows. I believe
that the burden of this increase in plow-ability can
be shouldered across multiple spheres of life. While
the cities of Cincinnati and
Norwood could and should
purchase more snowplows,
the greatest immediate local
benefit can be felt through
actions by private citizens
and Xavier.
A quality snow plow
costs around three to four
thousand dollars, but once
purchased can be attached
to nearly any pickup truck.
Considering how many peo-

ple who live around here
already own pickups, one
would simply need to buy
and attach a plow to begin
clearing their neighborhood.
Granted, for a private resident, this is not an insignificant cost. However, the cost
can be offset through a small
business of clearing neighbors’ driveways or a system
of refunds organized by local governments.
The most feasible solution
is likely for Xavier’s Physical Plant department to
purchase a few snow plows
for their own fleet of pickup
trucks. With these plows, the
university could help keep
the surrounding roads clear,
ensuring that students have
access to safe roadways, regardless of whether they live
on campus.

Charlie Gstalder is
the Opinions & Editorials Editor for
Newswire. He is a junior English and philosophy double major
from Westchester,
New York.
Newswire photo by Charlie Gstalder

BRAVE Column: Virginity is a social construct
Repeat after me. Virginity
is a social construct. Hookup
culture elevates the prevalence of virginity and places
certain pressure on “losing/
taking” one’s virginity, especially on a college campus. In
this environment, it is necessary for us to take time to
process and break down the
true meaning of virginity,
how it varies from person to
person and the societal expectations that surround it.
Virginity was conceptualized as a Christian ideology,

where a woman’s state of
not yet having sex was referred to as being a “virgin.”
A woman who had “saved
herself ” for marriage was
more attractive to men and
pure, whereas a woman who
had sex outside of marriage
was known as promiscuous
and unholy. This ideology
not only perpetuates misogynistic behavior toward
women who have sex but
also allows for the erasure
of other sexual experiences.
Growing up in a Catho-

lic household and attending
Catholic schools my entire
life, I have been taught that
the only sex that “counts”
is between a woman and a
man, completely discrediting
any other sexual experiences outside of a, heterosexual
relationship. The Christian
background of virginity
is inherently heterocentric
and is ignorant of different
sexualities, gender identities
and sexual experience that
do not include a penis and a
vagina.

Truthfully, virginity was
created in a patriarchal society to give men another reason to hold power over women and police people’s bodily
autonomy. When you have
sexual intercourse or a sexual experience with another
person, you are not “losing”
anything, nor is anyone “taking” something from you.
The idea of virginity is
specific and different to each
person — whether you place
value on it or you don’t at all,
it is crucial that we remem-

ber our virginity can only be
defined by ourselves.

This column was
written by a BRAVE
Peer Educator as part
of their weekly online
column.
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Musketeers lose two games in a row

Xavier was hampered by another slow start in loss at Seton Hall Wednesday
B Y J OE C LARK
Sports Editor
Xavier hit the road on
Wednesday night after a
disappointing home loss to
DePaul. However, the road
didn’t do the Musketeers
much better, as Xavier fell to
the Seton Hall Pirates 73-71.
At the under 12 media timeout, Seton Hall led 12-11,
but from there they jumped
out to a 22-13 lead in the
next few minutes. It was another slow start for Xavier.
The Musketeers were getting dominated inside, as they
were outrebounded 17-11 in
the game’s first 14 minutes.
The Pirates imposed their
will with center Ike Obiagu
and forwards Tyrese Samuel
and Jared Rhoden.
Xavier got early contributions from forward Jack
Nunge, who had 12 of Xavier’s first 18 points. Nunge was
efficient, shooting 5-7 to open
the game. Seton Hall would
extend their lead to 32-18
with just under four minutes
left in the game on a three by
guard Kadary Richmond.
Xavier cut the lead to seven and had a chance to cut it
to five, but junior Zach Freemantle missed a layup and Se-

ton Hall buried a three down
the other end. Xavier went
into the half trailing 37-27.
Seton Hall only shot 38.9% in
the first half, but the Pirates
outrebounded Xavier 2315 and forced 10 Musketeer
turnovers.
Once again, Xavier went
on a run coming out of the
half. The Musketeers went
on a 9-2 run to cut the Pirates
lead to 39-36 and get right
back in the game. The Musketeers cut the lead to one.
Freemantle fouled out after getting hit with a foul and
then a technical after he tried
to step over Seton Hall’s junior forward Tray Jackson.
The technical gave Seton
Hall two shots and the ball,
and the ensuing free throws
and possession extended Se-

ton Hall’s lead to 46-40. At
the under 12, Xavier was
down 49-44.
With Xavier forced to play
small, the Pirates went back
to dominating inside and
built a 55-45 lead with 9:52
to play. Freshman Cesare Edwards got his first action in
Big East play. The freshman
made quite the impact, with
six points in his first six minutes.
Seton Hall had answer for
every Xavier run, and the Pirates held a 62-57 lead with
3:59 left in the game after a
putback by senior Jared Rhoden. It was Seton Hall’s 14th
offensive rebound of the
night.
After a bucket by senior
Paul Scruggs down the other
end, Rhoden made a three and

Newswire photo by Desmond Fischer

Seton Hall went up by eight
after a Scruggs turnover.
Edwards answered with
a finish down the other end.
Xavier trailed by four after
two free throws by sophomore Dwon Odom. Scruggs
got fouled on a rebound with
54.7 seconds left and went
to the line to try and make
it a one-possession game. He
made both, and the score was
67-65. Rhoden got fouled
with 24.6 seconds left, and he
made both free throws to put
Seton Hall up by four.
Sophomore Colby Jones
drove to the hoop and got
fouled and finished the layup
on Xavier’s next possession.
However, it was questionably ruled that the foul occurred before the shot, so
Jones went to the line for two

and made both. Xavier trailed
69-67 with 19.5 seconds left.
Rhoden was fouled and he
went 1-2 at the line.
The Musketeers had a
chance to tie with the score
70-67 with 18.9 seconds left,
but Jones missed an open
three.
With 6.3 seconds left,
the Pirates hung onto a 7169 lead. Rhoden again went
to the line for Seton Hall
and went 1-2. Leading by
three, Seton Hall fouled and
Scruggs went to the stripe.
He made both free throws
(despite seemingly trying to
miss the second), but Xavier
deflected the inbounds pass.
The refs went to the monitor
to see if it was off Seton Hall,
but it was ruled that it went
out off Xavier.
Seton Hall got the inbounds in cleanly, and the
game was essentially over.
The Pirates went 1-2 at the
line, and Scruggs’ three-quarter court heave at the buzzer
was no good.
Xavier will hope that some
home cooking will do them
good, as they take on Connecticut on Friday night at
Cintas Center. UConn comes
to town fresh off a home win
over Marquette.

Track and Field impresses at PNC Bank Classic

B Y W ILL P EMBROKE
Show Manager

Xavier’s Track and Field
team impressed with 17 top10 finishes over the weekend
at the PNC Bank Bellarmine
Classic in Louisville, Ky. The
meet featured eight teams
at the Norton Health Care
Sports and Learning Center.
For the women’s team, the
3,000-meter run was easily
Xavier’s best event, securing
four top-10 finishes.
Overall, the team saw
six girls set personal college records. Junior Emily
Sienna finished third in the
3,000-meter race, with a college best time of 9.47.34. Senior Allyson Arellano came
in less than three seconds
behind Sienna, with a college
best fourth place finishing
time of 9.49.63.
Fellow senior Courtney
Klatt ended in fifth place,
posting a time of 9.55.79. In
the 3,000-meter Non-Invite
Heat, sophomore’s Ashleigh
Prugh and Brooke Aho ended in fifth and seventh place,
posting time of 10.13.17 and
10.30.15, respectively.
In other events, junior
Parker Hopkins ran a collegiate personal best time of
5.01.30 in the one-mile run,
placing sixth. Senior Sydny
Warner also posted a college
best time of 5.09.00 in the
same race. Sophomore Alaina
Sullivan finished 10th in the
200-meter dash with a time
of 26.10.
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The 4x400 race featuring
junior Haley Morgan along
with Klatt, Hopkins and Sullivan saw Xavier place sixth
with a time of 4.05.65.
On the men’s side, every
top-10 placement was also a
personal college record for
each student-athlete.
Freshman Sean Beam se-

cured the best men’s performance, coming in third in
the 400-meter dash with a
time of 50.45. Sophomore
Liam Willman impressed in
the 60-meter hurdles, ending
with a time of 8.82.
Sophomore
Adrian
Stuphan and freshmen Colin
Lantz and Will Gary placed

fifth, sixth and eighth in the
one-mile run with times of
4.21.01, 4.23.37 and 4.26.92
respectively.
In other events, graduate student Jeremy Johnson
placed eighth in the 400-meter run with a time of 51.65
and sophomore C.J. Thimons
ended 10th with a time of

23.16 in the 200-meter dash.
In the 4x400, senior Mike
Henning along with Beam,
Johnson and Thimons placed
third with a time of 3:27.65.
Up next, Xavier Track and
Field will hit the road again
on Feb. 18 to take place in the
Al Campbell Invitational held
in Akron, Ohio.
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Xavier baseball 2022 season preview

B Y L UKE S ERVELLO
6WDৼ:ULWHU

With the MLB season likely to be delayed due to the
lockout, college baseball is
sure to get more attention.
Xavier’s baseball team is coming off an impressive season
and will look to build off of
it.
The Musketeers will begin their season on Feb. 18 by
squaring off with an SEC opponent right out of the gate,
the Alabama Crimson Tide.
The Tide posted a record of
32-26 last year (12-17 in the
SEC) and should provide a
good test for Xavier to begin
the season.
Xavier, on the other hand,
comes off a 28-26 (15-11 in
the Big East) season, highlighted by a trip to the Big
East Tournament championship.
The Musketeers had to
beat Connecticut twice to take
home the Big East tournament crown and head to the
NCAA Tournament. Xavier
won the first game 5-4 but
lost the second game 10-6,
ending their season.
UConn remains at the top
of the Big East and was unanimously picked first in the Big
East preseason poll. Xavier
remains one of the teams in
contention to knock them off

Huntzinger was a big get
for Manager Billy O’Conner
in the offseason, as a graduate student from Seton Hall.
Huntzinger is a catcher and
was named to D1baseball.
com’s preseason top 50 catcher list. Huntzinger brings a
solid .264 career average and
will be an important piece to
this team.
Senior outfielder Andrew
Walker had a .316 batting average last season, which led
Xavier. Walker will be a key
piece to Xavier’s outfield as a
senior and could solidify himself as a pro prospect with another strong season.
Getting graduate student
Trevor Olson back for one
more season is huge for the
team. Olson had a career-best
season last year, posting a 2.97
ERA in 63 innings pitched.
Olson will look to help
make up for the loss of Nick
Zwack, who was selected in
the 17th round of the MLB
Amateur draft by the New
York Mets. Junior Ethan Bosacker will be another key
piece for Xavier’s staff this
season. He had a 4-3 record in
ten starts last season.
Xavier will look to get back
Photo courtesy of goxavier.com
to the NCAA Tournament for
;DYLHU EDVHEDOO LV ORRNLQJ WR UHWXUQ WR WKH 1&$$ 7RXUQDPHQW IRU WKH ÀUVW VLQFH  7KH 0XVNHWHHUV the first time since 2017 and
UHWXUQDORWRIWDOHQWDQGZHUHMXVWRQHJDPHDZD\IURPZLQQLQJWKH%LJ(DVWDJDLQVW8&RQQODVWVHDVRQ
certainly has a solid chance to
their spot and were picked
If Xavier wants to return ers will need to step up, in- do so with plenty of talent rethird in the poll.
to the tournament, some play- cluding Jerry Huntzinger.
turning.

Musketeer men’s golf places eighth Sports
The Musketeers tied Ball State in the tournament in Dade City, Fla.

B Y W ILL P EMBROKE
Show Manager
Xavier Golf returned to
competitive play Feb. 7th and
8th for the first time in the
new year. The team placed
eighth overall in the two-day
Earl Yestingsmeier Match
Play Tournament hosted by
Ball State University, which
was held at Lake Jovita Golf
& Country Club in Dade City,
Fla.
The match play tournament saw Xavier go up against
Eastern Michigan University,
Ball State and Big East rival
DePaul University.
Round one against Eastern Michigan did not go as
planned for the Musketeers,
losing five of six matches to
the eventual champion Eagles.
The lone match winner for
Xavier, junior Brian Jennings,
ended things on the 17th hole.
Jennings played an impressive round in which he never
trailed his opponent, Blaise
Vanitvelt.
The second round saw
Photo courtesy of goxavier.com
more things go Xavier’s way, Xavier Men’s Golf lost in match play to Eastern Michigan and DePaul University, while tying Ball State. The
with the Musketeers finishing 0XVNHWHHUVHQGHGZLWKDQHLJKWKSODFHÀQLVKDQGWKH\ZRQ·WKLWWKHOLQNVDJDLQXQWLOWKHEHJLQQLQJRI0DUFK
in a three-to-three tie against Michael Prebles ended their the bright side, the Muske- Paul’s Alex Vekich and Conor
the Ball State Cardinals.
matches in a tie against Ball teers ended up with their first Glennon, respectively.
Jennings once again ended State’s Griffin Hare and Ali multi-win finish of the spring
For Xavier Men’s Golf, the
as the only outright match Khan, respectively.
spring season picks up again
season.
winner for Xavier, finishing
The final round of the
Freshman Justin Gabbard when the team travels to Saint
off Ball State’s Colin Nass- tournament ended in a 4-2 and senior Nick Frey both Simons Island, Ga., for the
er on the 17th hole. Fresh- Xavier defeat at the hands of won their matches on the 17th Sea Palms Invitational from
man Mason Witt and senior conference foe DePaul. On hole, winning against De- March 3-5.

Banter

They aren’t Kings
There might not be a
dumber franchise in sports
than the Sacramento Kings.
On Tuesday, Sacramento traded away budding
star Tyrese Haliburton in
a package for Domantas
Sabonis. Sabonis is very
good, sure, but the Kings
are very bad, and Haliburton is a legitimate stud.
Sacramento has no one to
put around Sabonis. For a
franchise with almost no
recent success, they really
set themselves back a few
years with this one.
Courtside teammates
After being traded away
by the New Orleans Pelicans, guards Josh Hart and
Nickeil-Alexander Walker
sat in regular courtside
seats to watch the Pels play
the Houston Rockets. Both
got traded to the Portland
Trail Blazers in exchange
for C.J. McCollum, Larry
Nance and Tony Snell.
Alexander-Walker later got
flipped to the Utah Jazz,
who had to trade away
injured wing Joe Ingles, one
of the core pieces of Utah’s
rise to prominence.
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Oscars announce award nominees
Best Picture
 Belfast
 CODA
 'RQ·W/RRN8S
 'ULYH0\&DU
 Dune
 .LQJ5LFKDUG
 /LFRULFH3L]]D
 1LJKWPDUH$OOH\
 7KH3RZHURI WKH'RJ
 :HVW6LGH6WRU\
Best Actor in a
Leading Role
 Javier Bardem in %HLQJ
WKH5LFDUGRV
 Benedict Cumberbatch
in 7KH3RZHURI WKH'RJ
 Andrew Garfield in
7LFN7LFN%RRP
 Will Smith in .LQJ
5LFKDUG
 Denzel Washington in
7KH7UDJHG\RI 0DFEHWK
Best Actress in a
Leading Role
 Jessica Chastain in 7KH
(\HVRI 7DPP\)D\H
 Olivia Colman in  7KH
/RVW'DXJKWHU
 Penelope Cruz in 3DUDOOHO0RWKHUV
 Nicole Kidman in %HLQJ
WKH5LFDUGRV
 Kristen Stewart in
6SHQFHU
Best Director
 Kenneth Branagh for

Belfast
 Ryusuke Hamaguchi for
'ULYH0\&DU
 Paul Thomas Anderson
for /LFRULFH3L]]D
 Jane Campion for 7KH
3RZHURI WKH'RJ
 Steven Spielberg for
:HVW6LGH6WRU\
Best Actress in a
Supporting Role
 Jessie Buckley in 7KH
/RVW'DXJKWHU
 Ariana DeBose in :HVW
6LGH6WRU\
 Judi Dench in%HOIDVW
 Kirsten Dunst in 7KH
3RZHURI WKH'RJ
 Aunjanue Ellis in .LQJ
5LFKDUG
Best Actor in a
Supporting Role
 Ciarán Hinds in%HOIDVW
 Troy Kotsur in CODA
 Jesse Plemons in 7KH
3RZHURI WKH'RJ
 J.K. Simmons in %HLQJ
WKH5LFDUGRV
 Kodi Smit-McPhee in
7KH3RZHURI WKH'RJ
Best International
Feature Film
 'ULYH0\&DU
 )OHH
 7KH+DQGRI *RG
 /XQDQD $ <DN LQ WKH
&ODVVURRP

 7KH:RUVW3HUVRQLQWKH:RUOG

 7KH/RVW'DXJKWHU
 7KH3RZHURI WKH'RJ

Best Documentary
 $XGLEOH
 /HDG0H+RPH
 7KH4XHHQRI %DVNHWEDOO
 7KUHH6RQJVIRU%HQD]LU
 :KHQ:H:HUH%XOOLH

Best Original
Screenplay
 Belfast
 'RQ·W/RRN8S
 .LQJ5LFKDUG
 /LFRULFH3L]]D
 7KH:RUVW3HUVRQLQWKH:RUOG

Best Documentary
Feature
 $VFHQVLRQ
 $WWLFD
 )OHH
 6XPPHURI 6RXO
 :ULWLQJZLWK)LUH
Best Original Song
 .LQJ5LFKDUG
 (QFDQWR
 Belfast
 1R7LPHWR'LH
 )RXU*RRG'D\V
Best Animated
Feature Film
 (QFDQWR
 )OHH
 /XFD
 7KH 0LWFKHOOV YV 7KH
0DFKLQH
 5D\DDQGWKH/DVW'UDJon
Best Adapted
Screenplay
 CODA
 'ULYH0\&DU
 Dune

Best Production Design
and Cinematography
 Dune
 1LJKWPDUH$OOH\
 7KH3RZHURI WKH'RJ
 7KH7UDJHG\RI 0DFEHWK
 :HVW6LGH6WRU\
Best Costume Design
 Cruella
 &\UDQR
 Dune
 1LJKWPDUH$OOH\
 :HVWVLGH6WRU\
Achievement in Sound
 Belfast
 Dune
 1R7LPHWR'LH
 7KH3RZHURI WKH'RJ
 :HVW6LGH6WRU\
Animated Short Film
 $IIDLUVRI WKH$UW
 Bestia
 %R[EDOOHW
 5RELQ5RELQ
 7KH:LQGVKLHOG:LSHU

Best Live Action
Short Film
 $OD.DFKXX³7DNHDQG
5XQ
 7KH'UHVV
 7KH/RQJ*RRGE\H
 2Q0\0LQG
 3OHDVH+ROG
Best Original Score
 'RQ·W/RRN8S
 Dune
 (QFDQWR
 3DUDOOHO0RWKHUV
 7KH3RZHURI WKH'RJ
Best Visual Effects
 Dune
 )UHH*X\
 1R7LPHWR'LH
 6KDQJ&KL DQG WKH /HJHQGRI WKH7HQ5LQJV
 6SLGHU0DQ 1R :D\
+RPH
Best Film Editing
 'RQ·W/RRN8S
 Dune
 .LQJ5LFKDUG
 7KH3RZHURI WKH'RJ
 7LFN7LFN%RRP
Best Makeup and
Hairstyling
 &RPLQJ$PHULFD
 Cruella
 Dune
 7KH(\HVRI 7DPP\)D\H
 +RXVHRI *XFFL

Improved 3D avatars make their way to platforms

B Y C AROLINE P ALERMO
6WDৼ:ULWHU

Meta officials announced
on Jan. 31 the implementation of updated 3D avatars
to Facebook, Messenger and
Instagram for users in North
America. These users can appear as their virtual selves
through stickers, posts, Facebook profile pictures and stories. This also marks the first
time Instagram will have this
option, as Facebook users
have previously had access to
the avatars.
In this new update, the designs of the avatars have been
adjusted to appear less bulky
and have more pronounced
features. They added new eye
shapes, noses, beards, hairstyles, a larger range of skin
tones, outfits and a variety of
body types.
While more customization
is expected to appear as the
year progresses, Meta officials
have expressed their excitement about increased inclusivity, as this update features the
option of cochlear implants
and over-the-ear implants for
all platforms as well as wheelchairs. The avatars are in
similar fashion to Snapchat’s
Bitmoji and Apple’s Memoji,
utilizing different facial expressions that can be sent to
friends.
For those who have accounts on each platform, users
can either sync their avatar

for all platforms or choose to
have three different avatars
of their liking. Meta officials
noted they understand people
may want to appear different
on each platform and want to
support their users’ decision.
Meta officials also believe
these avatars are a critical step
for their plans to create an interactive metaverse.
“(Virtual Reality) and
Quest are key parts of our
metaverse vision, but we see
the metaverse as an interconnected digital world, one that
bridges VR and (Augmented
Reality), in addition to more
familiar platforms like your
phone and computer. Rolling
out avatars across our platforms is an early step towards
making this a reality,” (Aigerim Shorman), General Manager for Avatars and Identity, said. “We hope your new
virtual self enables you to be
represented online the way
you want — whether that’s to
friends and family, your local
community or beyond.”
While there has been criticism over the viability of the
metaverse long-term, companies have already made financial plans for it. Recently,
Warner Music Group teamed
up with Singapore-based
OWNFT World for a project
called Guardians of Fashion
(GOF). The goal of the project is to release 6,888 NFTs
later this month, allowing users to pitch their avatar NFT,

3KRWRFRXUWHV\RIÁLFNUFRP

Meta, also known as Facebook Inc., has recently announced the creation of new 3D avatars for Meta’s subplatforms such as Instagram. These avatars are a new and improved version of the avatars created last April.

which can star in music videos, virtual fashion shows and
animated series. They will be
using the Ethereum blockchain as their currency.
Each NFT will cost rough-

ly $514, and anytime the user’s avatar is cast in a video
they can earn a portion of
the revenue. GOF’s ultimate
goal is to have these particular NFTs serve as a passive

income for their owners.
Although the success of
this project is unknown, there
are still countless companies who are investing in the
metaverse.
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Romantic tunes to get you in the mood
B Y O LIVIA V ALKNER
6WDৼ:ULWHU

This playlist is supposed to make
you feel like you have been cast in your
favorite 2000s rom com. Let your imagination run wild with this one!
In all reality, this playlist will make
you feel like you’re capturing the feeling
of love with a disposable camera, and I
hope you love it as much as I do.
Grab your headphones — or an aux
cord for your 2012 Honda Civic — and
get ready to go on a musical journey.
If you are in love, then you can project these songs on the object of your
affection. If it’s complicated, then share
this playlist with them — they might
just get the idea!

Take a dive into Cincinnati’s romantic food scene
B Y M O J UENGER
Print Managing Editor
College is a time of love,
romance and horrible minimum wage jobs, which makes
an amorous yet affordable Valentine’s Day a tricky thing to
manage. If you’re trying to
plan the perfect date without
breaking the bank, check out
these lovely local spots.
Shaan Indian Cuisine
With a private, romantic ambiance, this Hyde Park
restaurant is the perfect place
for a long-term couple on
a budget. Prices per person
range from $10-$20, depending on appetizers and drinks.
Excellent for both in-person and takeout dining, this
quaint strip mall eatery will
shock your taste buds with
some of the best curry in Cincinnati.
Shaan is perfect for the
young Catholic couple who
will not be consummating
their love post-dinner, because you will eat so much you
couldn’t possibly have sex.
Taqueria los Cuñados
For the active couple, why
not end your Valentine’s evening with a refreshing walk
or jog to Hyde Park Plaza?

Only a mile from campus by
Wasson Way, Taqueria los
Cuñados is hands-down the
best food truck in the gas station parking lot behind Texas
Roadhouse. Its prices are unbeatable, clocking in at around
$5-$10 per person for an absolutely monstrous amount of
food. Their charming outdoor
seating area — also located
in the gas station parking lot
— permits a beautiful view of
Madison Avenue traffic and
provides easy access to after-dinner Icees.
Neko Sushi
Upperclassmen and alumni may remember this hidden gem as Dancing Roll
Sushi, Oakley’s hottest underground, half-price sushi
spot before it burned down in
2019. Well, it’s back and better than ever with a new, fullprice menu and genuine gourmet rolls.
Neko is on the pricier
side, by student standards,
with plates costing $15-$30
a head. Its fun, busy atmosphere makes it ideal for newer couples not quite ready for
an ultra-private dinner. The
open floor plan permits for
people-watching and reduces
awkward tension. Additional-

ly, if you’re going there with
a straight man, you’ll get to
dare him to eat a whole bunch
of wasabi and then watch him
struggle to hold back tears after he realizes he can’t handle
the spice as well as he thought.
Forno Osteria + Bar
For the culinary connoisseurs, as well as the trust
fund kids, Forno is an actually
amazing restaurant worth its
high ticket price. Its Valentine’s prix fixe menu is $55
per person, with an additional
$15 for wine pairings.
This seven course meal —
complete with appetizers and
dessert — is the best value
gourmet meal a college student can reasonably afford.
While the fixed menu may not
be ideal for vegans or vegetarians, meat-lovers will adore
such carnivorous courses as:
lobster nero soup, braised
beef short rib and tagliatelle
with smoked salmon.
Your dorm, apartment
or house
If you want a meal that impresses but lack the funds for
any of the above, try cooking your partner a delicious,
homemade dinner! A good
grocery trip for these meals
should cost around $15-$20

3KRWRFRXUWHV\RIÁLFNUFRP

total and you’ll have leftover
supplies for another meal that
week.
Make sure your date night
dinner has at least three courses for this special occasion. I’d
suggest starting off with a
wintry homemade butternut
squash soup, moving on to a

beef or seitan pasta dish and
finishing it off with chocolate-covered strawberries and
sorbet. Light a candle, buy a
bottle of cheap red wine from
Trader Joe’s and boom! You
have a romantic (and meaningful) Valentine’s gift/dinner
combo on a budget.
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Dr. A’s Guide to
On-Campus Love
B Y D R. A LMANZO Are you looking for a little Valentine’s romance, but
6WDৼ3K\VLFLDQ
you and your loved one both have roommates who

never leave? Or, do you simply enjoy the thrill of a nice kiss in the center
of campus? I’m Dr. Almanzo, and as Xavier’s leading expert on romance
and love, I know the best places for on-campus love.
5. Schott Hall, top floor
I’m not sure if post-quarantine first-years are aware of this jewel on
campus, so I’ll paint the picture. The doors lock automatically at 11 p.m., so no one else can come in. The top
floor is just a huge lounge with dim lighting. My
wife (ex-wife) and I used to come here all the time
as first-years. In fact, I proposed to her on the terrace of the top floor. This is also the floor that my
friend [REDACTED] almost burned down while
smoking weed.
4. Clock Tower Lounge of Gallagher Student Center (GSC)
It’s a nice comfortable space with a strong door blocking the chaotic sounds of GSC. A few couches, a television and a beautiful view of
campus. I think it has a great ambiance, and I enjoyed the snogging
very much. Unfortunately, I was told I was never allowed to bring a lady
friend to a Newswire meeting again.
3. The Health United Building
There are so many great spots in this building. The study rooms, the
snack shop, the rowing machine — but nothing comes close
to the pool. I was dating a lifeguard at the pool back
in the day. We would frolic in the pool when we
had the place to ourselves. One day, we were messing around, and I was pretending to drown. That’s
when I started to drown for real. She pulled me out
and started performing CPR. Unfortunately, she
went a bit too hard and broke my ribs — this was the
moment I knew she was the one.
2. Basement of the McDonald Library
You know the library basement? Super creepy, but it has nice, isolated
bathrooms? Well, push a loveseat from the second floor onto the elevator, bring it down and it’s a hell of a Thursday night. Only problem is,
obviously, it’s haunted. Twenty-three years ago, a student named Annie
Méliès was attacked by a demon in the library, and her body was found
in the basement bathroom. Now she possesses the body of anyone who
looks into the mirror while singing “I Want It That Way.” My ex learned
that the hard way. It was a little terrifying when, in the middle of the
hookup, her eyes lit up orange and she tried to rip out my soul, but it
wasn’t terrifying enough to be a total turn off.
1. Hoff Dining Hall
I know what you’re thinking… duh, of course the
Caf is great for hooking up. Everyone does it there.
Those back booths by the pasta line… you all know
what I’m talking about. But there’s a specific
memory that will always ensure the Caf remains No. 1 in
my heart. I was still a first-year and a Caf worker back then, young and
naïve. It was a slow Tuesday night. I was working the line when “Chasing
Cars” began to play on the Caf speakers right as a beautiful upper-class
lady walked up to me.
“Do you still have any dino nuggets?” she asked me.
“Yeah, a few, but only T-rexes and triceratops,” I
replied.
“That’s a shame. My favorite are the
velociraptors,” she crooned.
“Me too,” I slyly retorted. She told me to join her on my break, so I did
just that.
I walked to one of the tables behind the cereal. She smiled as I slid
in the booth across from her. We talked about dinosaurs, nuggets, our
favorite movie The Sandlot... this, dear reader, is how I met my wife. Even
if she left me for Stu, it still proves that you can find
love wherever you go on Xavier’s campus.
So this Valentine’s Day, I hope you find your
future wife. Just make sure you hang on to them
tight. You never know when they’ll leave you for a
dashing, young math teacher. For more love
advice, check out this weeks episode of The
Blobcast on the Newswire Youtube channel.

Aries

xaviernewswire.com
Valentine’s Day is canceled this year. The stars are all
single, and they don’t want to see any of you annoying-ass
couples going on any “““cute””” dates. If you even smooch
your partner, you’ll get bad juju for the month.

For your Super Bowl festivities, the stars suggest you
make one of the tastiest appetizers of all time: Buffalo
Chicken Mac & Cheese. Then, whenever someone eats it,
say: “You’re telling me a Buffalo Chicken made this Mac
& Cheese?
” Don’t ask me how to say emojis out
loud, just do it.

Taurus

You’re not like the other girls; you’re wild and crazy. To
you, Twisted Teas are just teas.
Gemini
Protest every speaker Xavier brings to campus. Even
if it’s a Zoom lecture, just stay in the waiting room and
change your profile picture to a picket sign.

Leo

Cancer

Have a growth mindset, rather then a fixed mindset. This
means believing your skills can improve. So if someone
mocks you for making a mistake, simply tell them you’re a
grower, not a show-er.

Help out a friend in need. Bring some snow to your friend
who always posts “who got
??” on their story.
Virgo
Try Riddlelin. It’s like Ritalin, but instead of helping with
homework, it helps you come up with tricky riddles.
Libra
Got an essay due next week that you don’t want to do?
Simply go to downtown Cincy and shout “F*ck the
Bengals!” Then, email your professor that you can’t do
the essay because you’re hospitalized.

Scorpio

Hit the links and pound some brews with the boys. The
stars want you to get a DUI on the 18th hole.
Sagittarius
Don’t expect anyone to show up to classes on Monday,
especially if the Bengals win. Unless, of course, you’re in
a theater class, in which case you can expect the whole
class to be there.

Aquarius

Capricorn

Take a well-deserved Coronacation. This is when you
purposely give yourself COVID-19 to get out of class
for five days.

Is a certain professor getting you stressed with the
number of emails they send? Simply move all their
emails into the “other” section of Outlook and pretty
soon you’ll forget all about them.

Pisces

